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The Honorable Board of Supervisors
County of Los Angeles
383 Kenneth Hahn Hall of Administration
500 West Temple Street
Los Angeles, CA  90012

Dear Supervisors:

We are pleased to submit this Report of the Citizens’ Commission on Jail Violence for your consideration. This Report is the culmination of many months of investigation and public hearings regarding allegations of excessive use of force in the Los Angeles County jails.

As you know, the Board of Supervisors formed our Commission last October with a mandate “to conduct a review of the nature, depth and cause of the problem of inappropriate deputy use of force in the jails, and to recommend corrective action as necessary.” In the ensuing months, we have endeavored to conduct as thorough an investigation as possible with the assistance of pro bono attorneys from some of the most respected law firms in Los Angeles, as well as staff, interns, and volunteers under the leadership of the Executive Director.

Throughout our process, Commission staff spoke with a wide array of individuals and reviewed thousands of documents. We appreciate those individuals who were willing to share their candid perspectives and recognize that it has not been easy for many of them. We also thank the Sheriff and his staff for their cooperation throughout this investigation.

It has been an honor for each of us to serve on the Commission. We believe that our diverse perspectives -- as well as the careful analysis and comprehensive review conducted by our staff -- have resulted in a thoughtful, objective and thorough Report. We also believe that our recommendations, if implemented, can bring about lasting and meaningful changes within the Los Angeles County jails. We urge the Board and the Sheriff to adopt our recommendations with all deliberate speed and further urge the Board to establish a mechanism periodically to assess progress in implementing our recommendations.

Very truly yours,

Hon. Lourdes G. Baird, Chair            Rev. Cecil L. Murray, Vice Chair
Hon. Robert C. Bonner            Mr. Alexander Busansky
Hon. Carlos R. Moreno            Chief Jim McDonnell
Hon. Dickran M. Tevrizian
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

There has been a persistent pattern of unreasonable force in the Los Angeles County jails that dates back many years. Notwithstanding a litany of reports and recommendations to address the problem of violence in the County jails issued by multiple bodies over more than two decades, it was only recently that the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department (“LASD” or the “Department”) began to implement changes that significantly reduced the level of force used by Deputy Sheriffs in the jails. Both the responsibility for, and the solutions to, the problem of excessive force in the County jails lies with the Department’s leadership. Significantly, the Department failed to identify, monitor and address force problems until the Sheriff began to take action last year in the wake of a series of scathing reports, the glare of adverse publicity, actions by the County Board of Supervisors (the “Board”) including creating the Citizens’ Commission on Jail Violence (the “Commission” or “CCJV”), and a series of public hearings by both the Commission and the Board.

As a result of the recent attention of the Sheriff and the reforms he instituted, the number of force incidents, and in particular Significant Force incidents, in the jails has dropped dramatically. Yet even with these recent reductions, troubling indicia of a force problem remain. Whether recent force reductions will be sustained over time when public attention recedes, and whether the entire Department is truly committed to the Sheriff’s stated vision for the jails and the implementation of these reforms, remains to be seen.

The Department provides a myriad of services and is a very complex organization with 17,000 sworn and non-sworn civilian employees. It patrols the unincorporated areas of one of the largest counties in the United States with a population of over 9.8 million, provides police services to over 40 cities in Los Angeles County plus unincorporated areas, operates the Los Angeles Regional Crime Laboratory, provides security for the courts throughout the County, and runs the largest jail system in the country. The jail system includes eight geographically distant facilities that house some of the most dangerous and violent inmates and rival gang members in the nation. In addition to operating the jails, the Department transports prisoners to and from the courts and runs the Custody facilities in the courts.
The Los Angeles County jail system has been plagued by many problems over the years, from overcrowded and substandard jail conditions to allegations that deputies used excessive or unnecessary force on inmates and facilitated inmate on inmate violence. These problems have been the subject of numerous reports, starting with the Kolts Report in 1992, and detailed in periodic reports by Special Counsel Merrick Bobb and the Office of Independent Review (“OIR”). Last fall, the American Civil Liberties Union (the “ACLU”) issued a scathing report entitled “Cruel and Unusual Punishment: How a Savage Gang of Deputies Control LA County Jails” detailing mounting concerns with violence in the jails. It was soon followed by a critical report from OIR, stating in no uncertain terms that “deputies sometimes use unnecessary force against inmates in the jails, to either exact punishment or to retaliate for something the inmate is perceived to have done” and expressed concern that “the times in which deputies ‘get away’ with using excessive force may be on the rise.” At the same time, the Los Angeles Times published a series of articles recounting allegations of excessive force, a “code of silence” among Custody deputies, deputy misconduct in the jails, and the existence of an on-going federal criminal investigation into abuses in the jails.

With a bright spotlight placed squarely on the Department and its jails, the Sheriff created a Commander Management Task Force (“CMTF” or the “Task Force”) last fall to “[t]ransform the culture of our custody facilities into a safe and secure learning environment for staff and inmates, and provide a level of service and professionalism consistent with our Core Values.” At the same time, the Board of Supervisors created this Commission with a mandate “to conduct a review of the nature, depth and cause of the problem of inappropriate deputy use of force in the jails, and to recommend corrective action as necessary.” The Board also directed the Commission to “hold[] this Board and the Sheriff accountable for their speedy and effective implementation” of necessary reforms.

The Commission recognizes that there are concerns about the credibility of inmates, just as in some cases the credibility of deputies involved in a force incident may also be at issue. As such, this report does not rest on the credibility of any one witness, but is based upon the totality of the information provided to the Commission, the corroboration of that information, and the common themes and patterns that emerged.
The problem of excessive and unnecessary force in the Los Angeles County jails was the result of many factors, beginning most fundamentally with a failure of leadership in the Department. Simply stated, the Sheriff did not pay enough attention to the jails until external events forced him to do so. Further, his senior leaders failed to monitor conditions in the jails and elevate use of force issues so that they received the necessary attention by the Sheriff, and the Undersheriff engaged in conduct that undermined supervision of aggressive deputies and promoted an environment of lax and untimely discipline of deputy misconduct. With multiple command layers between the jails and the Sheriff, there was no one in the Department who was responsible and accountable to the Sheriff for addressing the force problems in the jails. Nor was there an experienced, professional corrections leader in place to capably run the County’s vast and challenging jail system.

Through the formation of the CMTF last fall, the Sheriff has been personally engaged in efforts to reform the jails, and the Department has now taken a number of steps to address the use of force problems, including promulgating long-overdue Force Prevention and Anti-Retaliation policies and enhancing (at least for the time being) supervision in the jails. As a result, the Department has been able to dramatically reduce the number of force incidents throughout the jails while, at the same time, reducing the number of inmate assaults on deputies. These statistics reinforce the testimony of current and former Department personnel, inmates, jail chaplains and monitors that much of the force used by deputies prior to the formation of the CMTF and over a series of years was unnecessary, excessive, and in violation of the Department’s policies. As Special Counsel Merrick Bobb observed in testimony before the Commission earlier this year, when “the word went out [from the Sheriff that]… ‘I want to see those numbers down’” the deputies “responded” and force incidents dropped significantly.

Notwithstanding the recent reforms, the Commission does not believe that the problem of excessive use of force in the jails has been “fixed.” Some of the high level leaders who allowed force problems to continue unabated have not been held accountable, thereby sending a troubling message to a Department in need of a clear directive that accountability is expected and will be enforced at all levels. Ultimately, true reform of the jails will depend upon the committed leadership and engagement of the Sheriff and the Department’s senior leaders, as well as institutionalized structural reforms within the Department and strong independent oversight.
In order to have lasting reform in the jails, the Department needs to be re-structured to ensure accountability for the operation of the jails. There should be a new Assistant Sheriff for the Custody Division who is a professional and experienced corrections leader, reports directly to the Sheriff, and is directly accountable for jail operations.

The Commission recommends that the Department adopt a “dual track” system whereby Deputy Sheriffs are recruited and trained for careers in Custody assignments with opportunities for promotions from within the Custody Division. The Commission also recommends increased use of Custody Assistants, who are less expensive than deputies and trained for Custody assignments.

The Department’s disciplinary system needs to be simplified. All cases involving injuries to inmates should be investigated by trained Internal Affairs investigators (or the Internal Criminal Investigations Bureau if there are allegations of criminal conduct) in a newly created Investigations Division under the leadership of a Chief, and all but the most serious cases should be determined by Unit Commanders with oversight by their Commanders and Chiefs. Penalties for excessive use of force and dishonesty should be enhanced. There should also be a newly created Internal Audits and Inspection Division under a Chief to ensure that there is compliance with the Department’s policies and procedures governing the Custody Division.

Finally, the existing oversight entities -- Special Counsel, OIR, and the Ombudsman -- should be absorbed and consolidated into a single Office of Inspector General reporting to the Board of Supervisors with responsibility for providing independent oversight of the Department, including its jail operations and discipline system; conducting its own investigations in a limited number of particularly sensitive cases; monitoring jail conditions and inmate grievances; and reviewing the Department’s internal audits and inspections.

The Commission considered whether the responsibility for operating the County’s jails should be taken away from the Sheriff altogether, but rejected this alternative approach for two reasons: (1) it would take legislation that would require time to pass (assuming passage could be achieved); and more importantly (2) it would diffuse accountability for operating the jails. If the jails are taken away from the Sheriff, the first questions that need to be answered would be: how is the head of the new Custody Division going to be selected and to whom is that person going to
report? Unless the head of the Custody Division is to be elected, which would politicize a position that requires extensive professional experience, he or she would have to be selected by the Board of Supervisors. That person would thus be accountable to five Supervisors, who need a majority vote to act and are likely to have different views on the operation of the jails, instead of reporting to a single elected County Sheriff.

As the Sheriff noted in his testimony, he is accountable to the voters who can choose not to re-elect him if they are not satisfied with how he is doing his job, including running the jails. The Commission believes that accountability is an absolute necessity and the best system would be for the Sheriff to appoint an experienced corrections expert to be accountable directly and singularly to him for running the jails while he is, in turn, accountable to the voters.

While much has been accomplished by the Sheriff’s Department in the last year, more remains to be done to ensure that needed reforms are implemented and the reduction in force incidents continues on into the future. The Department and the Board find themselves at a moment of immense challenges, but also have a real opportunity to move forward in a constructive and positive manner. This will require an ongoing commitment by the Sheriff, new and accountable leadership over Custody, empowered independent oversight and ongoing engagement by the Board.

A History of Recommended Reforms

The Citizens’ Commission on Jail Violence is not the first body to investigate the issue of excessive force in Los Angeles County jails and recommend reforms in the operation of the Department’s Custody Division. For nearly two decades, respected oversight groups, experts, and advocates have identified a broad range of troubling issues that go to the core of the Department’s culture, management and operation of its jails. Some of these recommendations have cycled through numerous reports, often with nearly identical language, the same factual predicate, and at times increasing levels of frustration.

The failure to address aggressive deputy behavior within the jails has been a recurring theme in many of these reports. Over twenty years ago concerns about these issues were raised by the Kolts Report, which found “deeply disturbing evidence of excessive force and lax discipline.” Yet the Department continues to finds itself plagued by the same force and
discipline concerns and a problematic culture that resulted in excessive force in the County jails over many years.

It is particularly troubling that suggested changes in personnel, culture, management, and discipline in the ensuing two decades have met with little response from the Department. Indeed, had these changes been implemented, even in part, the County might well have avoided years of litigation costs, injured inmates, and adversely impacted deputy careers.

At a fundamental level, the failure to heed recommendations made -- and advanced repeatedly over time -- is a failure of leadership in the Department. As the Sheriff has acknowledged, it was his responsibility to ensure that reforms recommended by these oversight and advocacy groups were implemented and that problems of excessive force in the County jails were addressed. Yet, his response has been insufficient.

**Use of Force**

Statements and testimony from inmates, current and former Sheriff’s Department personnel, jail chaplains and monitors, as well as the Sheriff’s Department’s own records, demonstrate that there has been a persistent pattern of unnecessary and excessive use of force in the Los Angeles County jails.

Most of the force in the last five years has been Significant Force or force that was not directed or supervised. In addition, multiple witnesses, both inmates and non-inmates, described numerous instances in which LASD personnel used force when no threat was present, used force disproportionate to the threat posed, used force after the threat had ended, or enabled inmates to assault other inmates.

Although the Department has taken steps to remediate this problem since public scrutiny intensified in the fall of 2011 -- efforts that have resulted in a significant drop in the number of reported use of force incidents -- use of excessive force remains a concern. This conclusion is supported by anecdotal evidence, as well as available statistical evidence, which shows that, as recently as last year, the majority of force incidents, including many involving Significant Force, were not in response to inmate assaults. It is likely that the force used in a number of these incidents was, at the very least, unnecessary.
The Commission based some of its analysis on data provided by the Sheriff’s Department, but the Department’s force records are not entirely reliable and likely underreport the use of force. The reliability of the tracking systems is undermined by disparities between the two main Department databases tracking force, which has led to inconsistent reporting of the number of use of force incidents. In addition, even when incidents are reported, there have been lags of months or even years before key information is entered into the Department’s tracking databases, which means the information is not always current. Furthermore, the system designed to assess employee performance does not track inmate complaints by deputy name, thereby diminishing the ability to identify and correlate patterns of misconduct by employee.

More troubling are the data and witness accounts considered by the Commission showing that the existing systems underreport the use of force. Specifically, this evidence indicates that LASD personnel who use or witness force, and inmates who are the recipients of force, may not report all force incidents. This underreporting suggests that the nature and extent of the use of force in the jails are likely greater than the statistics demonstrate.

The Department’s Use of Force Policy is also problematic. There is no single, comprehensive Use of Force Policy that is readily identifiable, available in one place, or easy to understand. Remarkably, until last November, the Department did not have a force prevention policy directing LASD personnel that force should be used only as “a last resort” and that, if necessary, they should only use the least amount of force that is “objectively reasonable” to maintain safety in the jails. Even now, the existing policies do not reflect an overall philosophy of preventing and limiting force, and are based upon a force options chart that is confusing and does not reflect the well-established “objectively reasonable” standard articulated by the United States Supreme Court.

Moreover, notwithstanding the volume of force incidents and the number of inmate complaints of which the Department is aware, the Department rarely finds a use of force to be “unreasonable.” That track record casts doubt on whether the Department is correctly and consistently applying its stated policy that “unnecessary force” is “unreasonable.”
Management

The excessive force over a period of years in Los Angeles County jails -- and in particular Men’s Central Jail -- was due, in no small part, to significant failures of the senior leadership in the Sheriff’s Department. Both Sheriff Baca and Undersheriff Tanaka have, in different ways, enabled or failed to remediate overly aggressive deputy behavior as well as lax and untimely discipline of deputy misconduct in the jails for far too long. It is the Commission’s view that absent strong, engaged and informed leadership over Custody -- and a more direct line of authority and accountability emanating from the Sheriff -- the Department is unlikely to achieve a lasting reduction in excessive force within its jails.

The Sheriff has claimed that he “did not know” of the problems in the jails until last fall, when the ACLU issued its report on jail violence and the Los Angeles Times published a high-profile series of critical articles. Yet these problems are nothing new. Issues with the jails have been detailed for decades in reports by Judge Kolts, Special Counsel, and OIR.

The Sheriff has faulted his senior staff for failing to keep him fully informed about these matters and, without absolving him of responsibility, the Commission concurs. The Department’s chain of command -- from the Chief of Custody Operations to the Assistant Sheriff for Custody to the Undersheriff -- failed to address the use of excessive and unnecessary force by Department personnel even though the Captain of MCJ raised concerns about deputy misconduct as early as 2006, a Commander overseeing MCJ from 2009 to 2010 warned of similar problems, and there were internal reports and data identifying troubling trends and a sharp increase in Significant Force in 2009. These lapses allowed problems to continue for years.

Management’s failure to address these problems has led the Sheriff to lose confidence in his senior leadership’s ability to address the problem of excessive force. This lack of confidence is reflected by the Sheriff’s decision to form the Commander Management Task Force -- a body that circumvents those charged with responsibility for overseeing Custody operations -- to carry out his directives and implement his reforms. He has also relieved the Undersheriff and the two Assistant Sheriffs of responsibility for deciding the appropriate discipline in the most serious cases of deputy misconduct. And yet the Sheriff has failed to hold Department leaders accountable for their actions or the excessive force in the jails that occurred between 2005 and
2010, when those leaders had responsibility for oversight of the Department’s Custody operations.

The Sheriff’s proposed long term solution to the communication breakdowns and failures among his top leadership, as reflected in his submission to the Commission, is to seek $10 million in permanent funding from the Board of Supervisors for the Task Force to “continue inspections” throughout the entire Department, including Custody operations. The Commission agrees that the Department needs -- and the Board should fund as necessary -- a separate internal audit and inspections division. Our concern, however, is that to the extent the Sheriff uses the Task Force to continue to manage Custody operations and implement his directives, it would institutionalize a second and parallel chain of command over Custody and result in increased confusion, diffuse accountability and further opportunities for miscommunication. More fundamentally, it would do nothing to address the need for a capable, experienced and strong leader to oversee Custody with direct reporting responsibility to the Sheriff.

The troubling role of Undersheriff Tanaka cannot be ignored. Not only did he fail to identify and correct problems in the jails, he exacerbated them. The Commission learned about his ill-advised statements and decisions from a wide array of witnesses and sources. Over the course of several years, the Undersheriff encouraged deputies to push the legal boundaries of law enforcement activities and created an environment that discouraged accountability for misconduct. His repeated statements that deputies should work in an undefined “grey” area contributed to a perception by some deputies that they could use excessive force in the jails and that their aggressive behavior would not result in discipline. The Undersheriff also made numerous statements disparaging the Internal Affairs Bureau (“IAB”) and the disciplinary process -- remarks that undermined the authority of IAB and the ability of Department supervisors to control or remediate inappropriate deputy behavior.

Undersheriff Tanaka specifically derailed efforts to address excessive force in MCJ when he vetoed a job rotation plan in 2006. After the plan was announced, he held a meeting with deputies without the knowledge or presence of supervisors, and in a subsequent meeting berated supervisors who attempted to hold deputies accountable for their conduct. These actions undermined the authority of supervisors, resulted in a breakdown in the chain of command, and perpetuated an environment of aggressive deputy conduct. Ultimately, this set the stage for a
sharp increase in the number of force incidents later in 2006 and for the reemergence of use of force problems later on.

Additional leadership and management problems at MCJ contributed to the problems of excessive force. The Captain of MCJ from 2008 to 2010 refused to adhere to the chain of command or report force problems to his Commander. He also failed to monitor the completion of use of force packages and personnel reports, and encouraged aggressive behavior by deputies.

The Commission heard repeated and consistent accounts of leadership failings in the Department over a period of years. Thus, it is not surprising that supervisors struggled to control deputy insubordination, inappropriate treatment of inmates, and aggressive conduct both on and off duty by deputies working in Custody.

**Culture**

Although most of the Deputy Sheriffs assigned to Los Angeles County jails are hard-working and dedicated professionals, there are some who do not share the Department’s Core Values and who have contributed disproportionately to the use of force problems that have plagued the jails over time. These deputies are reflective of a disturbing mindset that promotes a lack of respect for inmates, an aggressive view that force is best used early and often to control the inmate population, and a disdain for those supervisors who have endeavored to enforce contrary principles. The existence of these negative influences has created a troubling culture in Custody that resulted in the excessive use of force in the jails.

Over the years, some deputies have viewed force as a way to signal their authority over inmates and to establish “who is running the jails,” rather than as a last resort in response to problematic inmate behavior. These deputies have adopted a confrontational approach in their interactions with inmates, thereby heightening disrespect among deputies and inmates and increasing tensions in the jails. Management, in turn, has sent the wrong message by failing to address excessive force and a deputy culture resistant to supervision.

Against this backdrop, new deputies have not received adequate training on ethical decision making or how to de-escalate force, nor have deputies learned -- or seen by management’s example -- that reporting misconduct is an important and expected part of their
duties. The Department also has failed to address with appropriate rigor the “code of silence” that is an inherent concern among law enforcement agencies. It rarely finds or meaningfully punishes dishonesty and failure to report force incidents, and it takes months (or even years) to address deputy misbehavior. Moreover, for years management has known about and condoned deputy cliques and their destructive subcultures that have undermined the Core Values articulate by the Sheriff. These factors have contributed to force problems in the jails as well as numerous off-duty force incidents involving deputies.

The Sheriff has acknowledged the important role that the Department’s culture has played in contributing to the use of excessive force in the Los Angeles County jails and the need to change that culture to achieve a lasting reduction in levels of force. The “Sheriff’s Department Strategy For Jail Reform,” announced when he formed the Commander Management Task Force last fall, seeks to “[t]ransform the culture of [the Department’s] custody facilities into a safe and secure learning environment for staff and inmates, and provide a level of service and professionalism consistent with our ‘Core Values.’”

The Sheriff’s approach is consistent with the views of experts that the widespread use of excessive force is both indicative of, and often precipitated by, a problematic organizational culture. As one jail head who was able to improve a troubled jail aptly observed: “Without a unified effort to change culture, an organization is only addressing the symptoms of [force] problems and not the root cause.” Yet a lasting transformation of the culture in Custody will not be easy. It will require capable and committed supervisors; strong and clear communication of policies and Core Values; timely and strict enforcement action evidencing zero tolerance for misconduct and dishonesty; and engaged and visible leadership in regard to these issues at the highest level of the Department.

Although some positive reforms have been achieved through the Commander Management Task Force, the recent Custody Division Working Group Report issued by the Association for Los Angeles Deputy Sheriffs (ALADS) suggests that a troubling mindset in Custody remains in place. In responding to what it described as a “perceived problem” of excessive force in the jails, the ALADS Report reflects a fundamentally different view about the nature of existing concerns and how to fix them. According to ALADS, the reforms the Sheriff has implemented -- including a Force Prevention Policy, an Anti-retaliation Policy, Town Hall
meetings with inmates, enhanced supervision and Education Based Incarceration programs -- have caused deputies to “feel that they have largely ‘lost control’ of the jails, with a sense that ‘inmates are running the jails.’” The implicit suggestion of the ALADS Report -- more force and inmate discipline to show inmates who is “running the jails” -- underscores the ongoing cultural challenges the Department faces in addressing its use of force issues in a meaningful and lasting way.

**Personnel**

The Department’s personnel and training policies and practices do not adequately address the needs of the Custody Division and the safe, sound and effective operation of its jails. There is a strong consensus among deputies that the Department views its primary role as law enforcement and Patrol operations, and that Custody is perceived to be of secondary importance. That mindset is reinforced by the Department’s stated Mission, which makes no mention of Custody or the operation of the jails. Deputies are recruited and hired largely for Patrol, resulting in a mindset from the outset that Patrol is the primary work of the Department. Deputies interviewed by the Commission often referred to the Custody Division as a “step child,” and repeatedly articulated the view that Custody work experience is not respected, years in Custody are viewed as “lost time,” and only Patrol experience counts towards promotion and advancement. The Department’s personnel and training policies and practices both reflect and reinforce the second class status of Custody.

Among the policies and practices that communicate and perpetuate this view that Custody is not the “real” work of the Department are the following examples:

- The Department’s Academy for new recruits spends a total of only *two hours* out of a total of 18 weeks of instruction on Custody specific training;

- The Department’s Leadership & Training Division does not oversee any training for Custody beyond the two hours in the Academy and a newly-added 10 days of “Nobility Policing” post-Academy that includes some Custody-related scenarios;

- Custody has been used as a place for the Department to place deputies who have encountered problems in their Patrol assignments or are under investigation for misconduct;
• Deputies cannot be promoted without Patrol experience and, while technically a Sergeant could be promoted to Lieutenant while assigned to Custody, in practice it virtually never occurs; and

• According to the long-standing supervisorial assignment practices, Custody has historically received “who’s left” after the highest rated new supervisors are chosen by Patrol and specialty units.

The Commission believes that there needs to be an organization-wide recognition of the importance of the work of the Custody Division in the Department’s overall mission. In particular, there should be a re-thinking of the Department’s mission, training, personnel policies and practices to reflect Custody’s valued function and address the needs of Custody with a long-term goal of establishing a stand-alone Custody Division.

**Discipline**

Timely investigations and discipline commensurate with the nature of the misconduct are essential to sustaining a reduction in the use of excessive and unnecessary force and ameliorating a code of silence in the jails. So too is a discipline system that severely punishes false reports and failures to report such incidents. There are, however, many impediments to the swift and certain imposition of appropriate discipline for the improper use of force and dishonesty in the Los Angeles Sheriff’s Department. Some of these impediments are structural. They arise from the unduly complex, multi-layered, and at times disjointed system the Department employs to review force incidents, investigate policy violations, and impose discipline, as well as from the appeals process from misconduct findings by the Department. This system gives rise to poorly performed investigations and long delays between the use of force incident and the ultimate discipline determination. It has resulted in missed opportunities to remediate deputy misconduct at the first sign of trouble, instead allowing problems in some cases to go unaddressed and deputy misbehavior to reach more serious levels before action results. Further, the system does not assure that inmate grievances are sufficiently addressed or that inmates are able to submit their grievances without fear of retaliation.

Other impediments are cultural. There is evidence of the Department’s failure to acknowledge the problem of inappropriate use of force in the jails and to take the necessary steps to ensure that the disciplinary system actually addresses this problem. Although the punishment
for excessive force is often severe, some force incidents appear to be underreported and not addressed through the discipline process. The Department has found very few force incidents overall to be unreasonable, it has been too lenient about imposing discipline for dishonesty or omissions in reporting the use of force, and there have been well-documented lapses in the processing of use of force packages, lengthy lags in completing pending investigations, and delays in disciplining problematic personnel.

Further, senior LASD officials have undermined the discipline system, which has led to the perception that improper use of force in the jails will not always be subject to punishment. There is a need for strong leadership dedicated to ensuring that the Department thoroughly investigates any improper uses of force as well as dishonesty about these incidents and that the Department timely imposes appropriate discipline for any misconduct.

**Oversight**

Effective oversight is critical to any ongoing effort to address excessive force issues in the County jail system. Although the County has multiple oversight entities with different mandates, force issues in the jail have continued to plague the Department over time and the Department has taken too long to implement needed reforms and ignored critical recommendations.

The Department has multiple oversight mechanisms, staffed by numerous dedicated public servants, for providing civilian review: Special Counsel, the Office of Independent Review and the Office of the Ombudsman. Their efficacy, as well as the limits and barriers they face, necessarily has a significant impact on the issues and proposed reforms addressed throughout this Report. Over the course of many years, these watchdogs have identified numerous problems in the jails, investigated force incidents, monitored the integrity of Department investigations into use of force, responded to inmate and citizen complaints, and issued dozens of reports calling for important reforms.

For all their contributions, each of the existing oversight bodies has significant limitations on what it monitors and what it does with the information it receives. Special Counsel has repeatedly identified critical issues related to use of force, yet it lacks the resources to timely follow up on its recommendations. The Office of Independent Review scrutinizes major force
incidents on a micro level, but exercises little oversight over unit level investigations and lacks a mandate to oversee macro policy issues. There is also a gap between the policy level review by Special Counsel and the case review by OIR with respect to the review and identification of trends, tactical issues, and overlapping problems. And the Ombudsman, despite serving as the clearinghouse for public complaints, does not regularly review the totality of inmate complaints to identify systemic patterns and problems or evaluate the Department’s progress in resolving these issues.

Even when each entity performs its own functions effectively, the overall result is undermined by the lack of an overarching, consolidated strategy that marshals and leverages their collective strengths. As separate units, with different mandates and different protocols, these oversight bodies suffer from too many gaps among them to be able to effectuate comprehensive and lasting changes in the Department. Too often the Department has paid lip service to recommendations of these oversight bodies knowing that there has not been sustained follow-up to ensure that their recommendations are carried out.

To ensure that there is an effective mechanism for overseeing the Department, the Commission recommends the formation of a single watchdog entity that would streamline and strengthen civilian oversight. This centralized body would subsume and consolidate all of the existing important oversight functions of Special Counsel, OIR and the Ombudsman’s office and utilize their existing expertise and knowledge of the Department. It would also monitor conditions in county jails; review use of force investigations and the disciplinary process; conduct its own investigations in particularly sensitive cases; and both review and conduct audits and inspections. It would ensure that the Board of Supervisors and the public are kept informed of conditions in the jails, that problems are identified promptly and visibly, and that necessary reforms are implemented in a timely and transparent manner.

Finally, the Sheriff should be required to respond publicly -- both in person and in writing -- to the recommendations in this Report, as well as the future recommendations propounded by the new oversight entity, and submit regular reports to the Board of Supervisors on the implementation of all of these recommendations.
FINDINGS

Previously Recommended Reforms

1. Both Special Counsel and OIR have recommended numerous reforms aimed at addressing excessive force in the jails that have not been implemented.

2. The ACLU has also raised repeated concerns about mistreatment of inmates by deputies in County jails.

3. The Department of Justice similarly expressed concerns regarding treatment of mentally ill inmates and inadequate training in handling this population.

Use of Force

1. LASD personnel have used force against inmates when the force was disproportionate to the threat posed or there was no threat at all.

2. The drop in use of force incidents following public scrutiny of LASD corroborates the anecdotal evidence of a historical use of force problem.

3. The majority of force used in Los Angeles County jails has been Significant Force.

4. Most force in Los Angeles County Jails is non-directed and unsupervised.

5. Most force incidents in 2011 were not in response to inmate assaults.

6. LASD imposed discipline for unreasonable force violations in less than 1% of force incidents from 2006 to 2011.

7. Deputies have enabled inmates to use force against other inmates.

8. Deputies have used humiliation as a tool to harass inmates.

9. Use of heavy flashlights as impact weapons leads to unnecessary injuries.

10. LASD’s statistics on use of force are not reliable.

11. Evidence suggests that the use of force is underreported.

12. LASD does not have a comprehensive, integrated and understandable Use of Force Policy, nor does it ensure that deputies understand its policies.

13. LASD did not have a policy that set forth basic force avoidance principles prior to November 2011.

14. The Situational Use of Force Options Chart is not an adequate or well-founded use of force guide.

15. LASD policies concerning the reporting of force are confusing and fail to clearly articulate the timeline and process for reporting.
Management

1. The Sheriff failed to monitor and control the use of force in Los Angeles County jails.
2. LASD senior management failed to investigate the excessive use of force problems at MCJ.
3. LASD management has known about and failed to address the longstanding problem of deputy cliques.
4. The Undersheriff has made statements and engaged in conduct that are inconsistent with the Department’s Core Values and that have undermined the authority of IAB and supervisors to address deputy misconduct.
5. Several key Department leaders ignored deputy aggression and discouraged discipline at Men’s Central Jail.
6. There was a break-down in the chain of command at Men’s Central Jail.
7. The Sheriff has failed to hold senior management accountable for the excessive use of force in Los Angeles County jails.
8. The Sheriff’s recent decisions reflect a lack of confidence in senior management’s ability to address excessive use of force problems.
9. The Sheriff’s recent personal engagement has reduced force incidents in Los Angeles County jails.
10. The Assistant Sheriff for Custody Division is responsible for managing other divisions only minimally related to Custody operations and is not an experienced corrections leader.
11. Despite having succeeded in holding LASD Captains accountable for the performance of their Stations, the “Sheriff’s Critical Incident Forum” has been downgraded and de-emphasized.
12. There is a perception that promotions in LASD are based upon loyalty, not merit.
13. Campaign contributions accepted by Tanaka from many Department employees furthered perceptions of patronage and favoritism in promotion and assignment decisions.
14. The Department has no formal policy governing the acceptance of campaign contributions.
15. The Department’s operational staffing model fails to account for jail facility size.
16. The Department has no Audit and Inspections unit.
Culture

1. Force too often has been viewed as a means to control the inmate population and establish deputy authority in the jails.

2. The Department condoned a deputy-versus-inmate culture.

3. The Department’s tolerance of deputy cliques contributed to the excessive use of force in the jails.

4. The Department’s tolerance of a code of silence impeded its ability to prevent, detect, and discipline the use of excessive force.

5. Off duty deputy misconduct reflects a confrontational and aggressive culture among some in the jails.

6. The Department has lacked sufficient training and guidance on ethical behavior and de-escalation techniques.

7. Poor leadership has contributed to the troubling culture in the jails.

8. The Department’s failure to appropriately value Custody positions contributed to a negative and unprofessional culture in the jails.

9. ALADS response to the Sheriff’s reforms reflects an entrenched and problematic culture.

Personnel

1. While the Department’s hiring policies and procedures are generally consistent with industry standards, application of these policies has at times been problematic.

2. The Department’s cyclical hiring has resulted in the hiring of lesser qualified deputies.

3. Department training for Custody is far below both industry best practices and training standards in other corrections systems.

4. The Department’s promotion and supervisorial assignment process reinforce the second class nature of Custody service.

5. Custody has a history of deficient supervisory performance.

6. The ratio of supervisors to deputies in Custody is inadequate.

7. Staffing the jails primarily with inexperienced deputies, and keeping them in Custody for a lengthy time period, has a host of negative consequences.

8. Some of the newest Custody deputies have been assigned to the most difficult floors or modules.

9. The Department fails adequately to monitor the performance of deputies in Custody assignments.
10. The Department’s lack of a rotation policy contributed to the growth of cliques, a culture of silence, and problems of insubordination.

11. The Department has used Custody as a place to assign problem deputies.

12. The Department underutilizes Custody Assistants.

**Discipline**

1. There have been well-documented lapses in reporting, investigating and disciplining use of force in the jails.

2. The Department has a multi-layered, complicated and at times ineffective process for reviewing and investigating force incidents.

3. The investigative process often takes too long to complete.

4. There are multiple deficiencies in LASD’s investigatory process.

5. The Department’s unit level investigations are not always rigorous or thorough.

6. The Department is considering a new policy regarding deputies’ reviews of video tapes before writing reports or submitting to formal interviews.

7. The exceedingly low number of unreasonable force incidents casts doubt on the integrity of the investigatory process.

8. The cumbersome and time consuming discipline and appeal procedure undermines the effectiveness of the discipline system.

9. The inmate grievance procedure does not ensure that inmate grievances are addressed or that inmates may submit grievances without fear of retaliation.

10. The Department does not adequately pursue or impose discipline for false statements about use of force.

11. The Department has missed opportunities to remediate problematic force concerns.

12. LASD’s disciplinary guidelines for both use of force and dishonesty are too broad, overly lenient, and at times ignored.

13. Leadership in the Department has undermined the efficacy of the disciplinary process.

14. The Sheriff has taken steps to remove the Undersheriff from oversight of internal investigations and discipline for misconduct.
Oversight

1. There is no single entity that provides comprehensive monitoring of the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department and its jails.

2. The Department has failed to address critical issues or implement key recommendations that have been identified over time by Special Counsel and OIR.

3. There is insufficient oversight of LASD force incidents handled at the unit level.

4. There is insufficient oversight of the Department’s inmate complaint process and the Office of the Ombudsman lacks the authority and resources to adequately oversee it.

5. None of the existing oversight entities regularly reviews force statistics.

6. The Department has relied on the ACLU, an adversary in litigation, to act as a de facto jail monitor and has no independent monitor responsible for Custody.

7. The Board of Supervisors has recently become more engaged in oversight of the jails, which has helped propel reforms and maintain visibility of jail issues.

8. The Board has oversight and budgetary authority over LASD.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Use of Force

3.1 LASD should promulgate a comprehensive and easy-to-understand Use of Force Policy in a single document.

3.2 LASD personnel should be required to formally acknowledge, in writing, that they have read and understand the Department’s Use of Force Policy.

3.3 All LASD Custody personnel should be provided training on a new comprehensive and easy to understand Use of Force Policy and how it applies in Custody.

3.4 The Department’s Use of Force Policy should reflect a commitment to the principles of the Force Prevention Policy and prohibit inmate retaliation or harassment.

3.5 LASD’s Use of Force Policy should be based upon the objectively reasonable standard rather than the Situational Use of Force Options Chart.

3.6 The Use of Force Policy should articulate a strong preference for planned, supervised, and directed force.

3.7 The Use of Force Policy should account for special needs populations in the jails.

3.8 PPI and FAST should be replaced with a single, reliable, and comprehensive data tracking system.

3.9 Inmate grievances should be tracked in PPI by the names of LASD personnel.

3.10 LASD should analyze inmate grievances regarding use of force incidents.

3.11 Statistical data regarding use of force incidents needs to be vigilantly tracked and analyzed in real time by the highest levels of LASD management.

3.12 The Board of Supervisors should provide funding so that the Department can purchase additional body scanners.

Management

4.1 The Sheriff must be personally engaged in oversight of the jails.

4.2 The Sheriff must hold his high level managers accountable for failing to address use of force problems in the jails.

4.3 The Undersheriff should have no responsibility for Custody operations or the disciplinary system.

4.4 The Department should create a new Assistant Sheriff for Custody position whose sole responsibility would be the management and oversight of the jails.
4.5 The Sheriff should appoint as the new Assistant Sheriff over Custody an individual with experience in managing a large corrections facility or running a corrections department.

4.6 The Assistant Sheriff for Custody should report directly to the Sheriff.

4.7 The Commander Management Task Force should not be a permanent part of Custody management.

4.8 The Sheriff must regularly and vigilantly monitor the Department’s use of force in the jails.

4.9 The Department should implement SCIF on the Custody side to improve the accountability of jail supervisors.

4.10 Senior management needs to be more visible and engaged in Custody.

4.11 Management staff should be assigned and allocated based on the unique size and needs of each facility.

4.12 LASD should create an internal Audit and Inspections Division.

4.13 The Department should have a formal policy to address campaign contributions.

4.14 LASD should participate in collaborations such as the Large Jail Network that would enable it to learn about best practices and approaches in other systems.

**Culture**

5.1 The Department must continue to implement reforms that emphasize respect for, engagement of, and communication with inmates.

5.2 The Department’s Force Prevention Policy should be stressed in Academy training and reiterated in continuing Custody Division training.

5.3 The Department should enhance its ethics training and guidance in the Academy as well as in continuing Custody Division training.

5.4 The Department must make Custody a valued and respected assignment and career.

5.5 Senior leaders must be more visible in the jails.

5.6 LASD must have a firm policy and practice of zero tolerance for acts of dishonesty that is clearly communicated and enforced.

5.7 The Department should have a sensible rotation policy to protect against the development of troubling cliques.

5.8 LASD should discourage participation in destructive cliques.
**Personnel**

6.1 The Department should review and revise its personnel and training policies and procedures to reflect Custody’s status as a valued and important part of the Department.

6.2 The Department should develop and implement a long-range and steady hiring plan based upon normal attrition.

6.3 Deputies and supervisors should receive significantly more Custody specific training overseen by the Department’s Leadership & Training division.

6.4 There should be a meaningful probationary period for new deputies in Custody.

6.5 The number of supervisors to deputies should be increased and the administrative burdens on Custody supervisors should be minimized.

6.6 The Department should allow deputies to have a career in Custody and take steps in the interim to decrease the length of new deputy assignments to Custody.

6.7 The Department should utilize more Custody Assistants.

6.8 Rotations within and among proximate facilities should be implemented.

6.9 The Department’s Mission Statement should be changed to reflect the importance of Custody.

6.10 The Department should create a separate Custody Division with a professional jail workforce.

**Discipline**

7.1 The investigative and disciplinary system should be revamped.

7.2 CFRC should monitor Force Packages for trends and concerns and the performance of supervisors.

7.3 Deputies should be required to provide a timely written report of force incidents and not be allowed to review video tape footage prior to completion of that report or any interviews.

7.4 Deputies involved in Significant Force incidents should be separated and not permitted to talk to each other until they have provided a written statement or been interviewed by investigators.

7.5 IAB and ICIB should be part of an Investigations Division under a Chief who would report directly to the Sheriff.

7.6 IAB should be appropriately valued and staffed by personnel that can effectively carry out the sensitive and important work of that bureau.
7.7 The Discipline Guidelines should be revised to establish increased penalties for excessive force and dishonesty.

7.8 Each jail should have a Risk Manager to track and monitor use of force investigations.

7.9 Force investigations should not be conducted by deputies’ supervisors.

7.10 Captains should not reduce charges or hold penalties in abeyance for use of force, dishonesty, or failure to report force incidents.

7.11 The Department should vigorously investigate and discipline off-duty misconduct.

7.12 The Department should implement an enhanced and comprehensive system to track force reviews and investigations.

7.13 Inmate complaints should be tracked by deputies’ names in PPI.

7.14 The inmate grievance process should be improved and include added checks and oversight.

7.15 The use of lapel cameras as an investigative tool should be broadened.

**Oversight**

8.1 The Board of Supervisors should create an independent Inspector General’s Office to provide comprehensive oversight and monitoring of the Department and its jails.

8.2 The Department should report regularly to the Board of Supervisors on use of force and the status of Custody reform recommendations.

8.3 OIR should review unit level investigations for fairness and accuracy.

8.4 The OIG should review the Department’s data for trends, spikes, and patterns in the jails.